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Project Background
Residents of Manitou Springs have expressed concerns about residential parking problems.
Accordingly, the City of Manitou Springs is evaluating the best options for Residential Parking
Permit (RPP) program to help address these issues, and has contracted with Nelson\Nygaard to
develop a proposal for RPP program.
Currently, during periods of high visitation (including weekends, summer months, and special
events) parking utilization in Manitou Springs exhibits significant peaking resulting in high nonresident parking spillover problems on residential streets. During these times, parking is
constrained, meaning many residents are stuck searching or “cruising” for parking in their own
neighborhoods. This peaking of demand has created resident frustration due to decreased
availability of parking within close proximity to their homes. The difficulty in finding parking during
the summer may also dissuade some visitors from frequenting Manitou Springs, thereby
hindering economic activity.
Stakeholders confirmed that parking is a problem in many residential areas, especially during
summer months, due to visitors coming for special events, tourist activities, and recreational
activities. Most stakeholders stressed that residential parking should be prioritized, and all agreed
that adequate enforcement is key for program success.
Based upon stakeholder and City input, the goals of the RPP project include:
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1. Any RPP recommendations should protect residential areas from parking spillover
problems and provide on-street parking for residents and their guests within a
reasonable walking distance to their homes.
2. Any RPP recommendations should balance between the unique parking conditions in
different neighborhoods while also being easy to understand for motorists and
simple to enforce for the City.
3. Any RPP program recommendations should be realistic, cost-effective, and
implementable to workable within current staff, budget, and technological
constraints.
4. Any RPP program recommendations should be developed via an open and inclusive
public process, including stakeholder interviews, a public workshop, and other outreach
techniques as appropriate.
5. Any RPP recommendations should ensure that RPP won’t exacerbate parking
problems in other commercial or residential districts.

Purpose of Workshop
Based upon initial stakeholder interviews, data collection, and existing conditions analysis, the
consultant team developed a suite of potential RPP program elements, as well as a
recommended program of three distinct RPP zones. The consultant’s proposal was presented at
the workshop to elicit community input and build consensus around a preferred RPP program
approach. Based upon comments received at the workshop and continued community input, the
project team will edit the proposed program, responding to resident concerns and suggestions.

Workshop Format
Between the hours of 5:30 and 8:00 PM on Thursday, June 14, 2012 the project team held a
drop-in workshop at City Hall regarding the proposed RPP program. The workshop was
publicized via the City's parking website and e-mail list, as well as by local media outlets
(including KRDO TV). A total of 67 people signed into the workshop, and total attendance was
estimated at approximately 75 individuals. Eight boards were stationed around the room
pertaining to the following topics:


Why is Residential Permit Parking (RPP) being proposed? Community members are
concerned with neighborhood parking and have asked that something be done



RPP Key Principles



What are the proposed RPP program boundaries? 3 zones are proposed for the initial
RPP program



How will RPP affect residents? Residents without off-street parking will get first priority
for the new permits. The City won’t sell more permits than there are curb spaces
available. The first permit will be free or at low cost but the price for each additional permit
will be tiered.



How will RPP affect non-residents? In zones with available cur parking spaces, a
limited amount of resident guest passes will be free. Non-resident visitor parking will be
priced or time-limited.
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How will the RPP system be enforced? Automated enforcement technology and the
appropriate hours of operation will be put in place to ensure RPP is effective in solving
the parking problem.



What are some other components of an RPP program? Permit distribution will be
made as simple as possible while also preventing abuse. RPP can be initiated at the
request of residents and expanded as needed.



Additional Thoughts or Ideas? Please attach your completed comment card here so
others can see and respond to your ideas.

City staff and consultant team members were at each board to answer questions and hear
feedback. Post-it notes were provided so that participants could write additional comments at
each station, as summarized in the proceeding section.
Workshop sign-in sheets, workshop boards, and photos of the boards with community member
comments are provided in Appendices A, B, and C, respectively.

Summary of Public Comments
Below is a transcript of all public comments received via Post-it note at each station, organized by
station.

Station 1: Why is Residential Permit parking being proposed?


Going to destroy the town



Pushing commercial traffic and parking into residential areas has already made a bad
problem worse.



Agree with the comments on this board.

Station 2: How will the RPP system be enforced?


People who own garages should be able to park in front. One car in one car out. 2
spaces.



I do not favor two hour parking on Ruxton anytime for non-permit holders. We could buy
permits and still not be able to park.



Ditto, feel on Ruxton need permit to park, no free parking or resident would still not be
able to find a space on weekends, etc.



Residents need to be able to find parking near their homes throughout the day. I do not
see how allowing permit parking only after 8 pm will help with this problem.



Hours of operation in Ruxton Zone 1 should be extended beyond 8pm. ‘Till restaurants
close.”



If I had to drive a different car, (rental car), the plate scanner would show a violation.
Mirror placards can be easily transferred.



Multiplex apartments sometimes 6 or more per lot with no off street parking is an
abomination. Grandfathering in these cases is criminal. Check out Waltham from banana
manor to Farley’s Complex.



Downtown should have free parking from ? to 8 pm. 10pm-midnight. Otherwise people
drive from bars drunk rather than leave their car.
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700 block of Duclo during the school year is difficult during pickup times and during
evening performances. How do you intend to handle this?



What about Sunday church parking?



What about for the bars closing at 2am? Do non -esidents have to leave?



Stripe the road. Enforce the striping Zone 1. Permit parking only should be expanded
from 6am to 6pm. Nobody works a 14-15 hour work day. People who get off work in the
afternoon would still have to wait till 8pm to find a parking spot? Again looks like this
wants to cater more to visitors rather than the residents. Do we have to beg? We will beg
by voting out council.



This might work



Like zone 3 enforcement as is



2 hours is not enough. 3 hrs minimum



Because it is impossible to find parking when I return if I leave during the day. I invested
in a scooter so that I can park it on my porch. Because there is no striping in front of my
house tourists and hikers park and block access to my gate(Zone 1), thus preventing me
from entering and exiting with my scooter. Parking spots should be striped to maximize
proper spacing.

Station 3: How will RPP affect residents?


What is this going to be exactly?



I would prefer 2 permits per house @ $25 per year. Do we get assigned parking spaces?



Prices are very fair. There should be a fee to have a dedicated space on a public
street.(2)



Paying to park just because we live here is a nuisance fee. Requiring rules enforcement
cost of technology, pay for traffic parking enforcer, litigation and street fights when
permitted space is violated.



All residents should be treated equal regardless of off street. At least 1 permit should be
free and at least 1 free guest permit per residence if possible.



Does permit limit include guest permits i.e. I have one off street space but two cars for our
household. Ideally I would like two permits, one for one vehicle and one for one guest.



Parking for Zone 1 residents needs to be marked and specified. Otherwise we will not be
able to find parking in front of Miramont Castle due to tourists and hikers.



Ridiculous. No way



Permits- residence fee good



Do not understand why a resident has to pay. Probably good for guest to pay.



I don’t want to pay for parking outside my residence. I already pay a lot to live here.



We have one off street parking space and two cars. One is parked in front of the garagein and out it still has the same parking impact.



Residents with off street parking should be able to buy one permit for on street parking
that applies to 3-4 vehicles i.e. enter license in database



Seems mean spirited to charge residents for the first permit. Most of us bought our homes
thinking that the right to park in front of it came along with the deal.
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Household should be defined as # of residences. My one property has two rentals plus
the main house. Each rental cottage would need two permits.



What if residents get free parking permits and visitors have to pay?



We already pay higher taxes in Manitou. Why pay for parking if only one vehicle per driver
if extra vehicles involved then an extra pass would be good for a fee.



Too expensive 2 permit 1) $0, 2) $25, 3)



I don’t like having to pay to park in front of my house.



Something must be done about not towing vehicles until 72 hours have passed



Why not free passes for each driver



We pay taxes. Why do we have to pay for parking?



If you have 2 people 2 cars, should be free. 1 car per free. More than 2 cars per
household, then pay



First 2 residential permits should be free. If any costs should not be more than $25 for 2nd
permit. First one free. Why isn’t Crystal Hills sharing the cost? Raise property taxes
instead.



We have two cottages on our property. Would we get two permits as one or have to buy
each separately?



To charge residents to park in front of our home- what are you thinking?

Station 4: How will RPP affect non residents?


This might work.



Good idea if guest passes are free to permit holders.



As a B & B bringing in 4000 guests last year to Manitou, we are concerned with limited
residents’ guest passes. Would we have more or a different permit?



How are you going to implement parking for rental residents?



I believe it is fair to require All residents of the City of Manitou Springs to have a permit to
park on public streets in residential zones. Not just the west and residents. The idea to
make us pay for parking and to pay for our guests is screaming unfairness. The literally
says that Zone 1, 2 and 3 residents are lower class citizens than other parts of town.

Station 5: What are the proposed RPP program boundaries?


Barker House residents are concerned regarding citizens rights to a resident pass



Owner driveway blocked. Permitting seems to be foolish



Hikers and visitors to apartment dwellers park in front of my store. Sometimes all day
from before 10 am to after 5pm. Then they receive a warning. If you charge on Ruxton
residential area then the 00 Block of Ruxton would be the first free hiker parking. Please
charge on all of Ruxton not just residential part.



Last summer we had a local pickup park in front of our store for 2 ½ days without
cleaning. This happened on a critical 3 day weekend.



In regard to COG and incline parking , away parking and shuttle commute to attractions in
Manitou Shops



Resident permit with guest permit, good idea.
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Boundaries appear to be appropriate



Stupid! Won’t help the problem. Residents should not be charged. We already pay taxes.
What needs to be done is to assign each residential house, one dedicated parking space
near house. This programs still has residents parking far away from their home.



How are subzones sized? Does an entire zone evaluated as a whole? Believe need to
address small sections-maybe larger than single block-2 blocks?



HELP!! We have the town parking lot on both sides of Duclo. Mona Lisa’s needs to find
another spot for their employees to park than Duclo. They are there 8-9 hours at a
swatch.



Add canon Avenue to a zone.



Additional surplus should be used to fund schools and parks.



I live on Manitou Avenue. If I parked on either side of the street, I will be in different zones.



If for a given subsection the available capacity is consumed by residents (resident permits
and guest passes) then there would be no nonresident parking? Would signage change
by subsection?



Allow blocking of garage



Zones must be subdivided into smaller subzones in order to properly and adequately
assess capacity. 2-3 block sizes.



Do not issue parking warnings. Issue tickets. Reduce 3 hour parking on Ruxton to 2
hours. This will help with incliner parking.



Each residence should get one to two permits plus guest permit at no charge regardless
of off street availability.



Remote parking with a shuttle would help both parking problems and COG Railway traffic
problems.



Keep High School in mind for summer offsite parking



Apartment renters from above the store apartments on Canon Avenue, park and dump
their cars on Washington Ave. leaving no room for single family home owners to park in
front of their homes, nor guests or contractors.

Station 6: RPP Key Principles


It is not the responsibility of the City to provide parking for every car a resident owns.
Limit number of permits.



#5 is discrimination



#5 fine for residents but allow guest permits for visitors



Do the permit monies go to support the program?



Floater permits. Example, have parking in property for 2 cars would request permit for 3rd
car. Can permit be used interchangeably with “fleet”



Disagree with #4. A resident is a resident. If a resident wants a permit in addition to their
off street parking, they should not be denied.



Tow threat for 72 hour static park what is the solution for vehicles legally licensed insured
and permitted to residence away for extended periods of time for vacation or emergency.



What about guests or family members coming in? Will they need a permit?
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Where does the WON authority parking committee fit in to these plans? Will they receive
any authority to make final judgments?



What about people who live in town who don’t have any place to park? Shouldn’t the City
provide parking to residents and taxpayers first?



Please consider an exception for the members of the MSVFD that have a car that is used
specifically for fire calls.



Requiring permits to park on the avenue median is silly and an additional inconvenience if
all I am doing is loading and unloading. What about delivery trucks? Just silly-



Concern: By eliminating my parking in my driveway we have eliminated parking space
when and where spaces are at a premium. By permit only parking at the old “watershop,”
you have eliminated a number of additional parking spaces.



Disagree with #4 as I need to park on Ruxton to shovel my walk and haul brush off my
front yard. I need a transferrable permit between my vehicles only one at a time. On snow
days I park on Ruxton.

Station 7: What are some of the other components of an RPP program?


No free parking for hikers



Please no free warning tickets for over 3 hours.



I agree incline users and Pikes Peak free hikers should have to pay.



Thank you Thank you Thank you Thank you Thank you Thank you Thank you for
considering the residents



Consider hiring out the implementation of the program. Outsource and get it done.
Present staff can not pull this off in any reasonable time.



Hikers should use the lot at the incline that the shuttle or walk. They should keep off
residential parking areas.



Would painting 2 hour parking on the ground street help with parking in front of the shops?



Incliners park in front of my store 20/22 Ruxton leaving no parking for our customers. 2
hour parking is good. Enforce with tickets not warnings.



I hate this whole notion. City Administration expands with coercive authority to force
compliance. Intrusive- a solution looking for a problem. Prospect Place and Roca Lot
never full. You have taken numerous spots out of access due to your permitting.



Expand the Tajine Shuttle for 6 months



Who want to be like Aspen



This process would ultimately reduce visitors from coming to Manitou. There’s too many
restrictions



Looked at “Aspen” residential application. They get two vehicle permits for no charge.
Manitou proposes one only at no charge. Wow more expensive than Aspen



I need to park short time different cars on Ruxton. I don’t think I should be charged for
each car but rather enter three license plates into your system. I pay for one and will not
park more than one at a time.
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Station 8: Additional thoughts or Ideas?


If you are trying to find ways to save money, I propose that you get rid of [parking
enforcement and have some of our way to many cops do the job. 8 police cars for a 3
mile radius. REALLY?



Some area (like Ruxton past hydro) are effective dead ends with little space for parking.
Areas such as this should be zone D “residents only” 24/7 with no nonresident parking
anytime. Other areas like this are Narrows Ave, the end of Grand Ave, 4 Lafayette and
probably others.



3 hours for 75



Too many U Turns in downtown area



I don’t think the parking situation is bad enough to justify a city wide program. Keep to
Ruxton area only



Do cars that have no license plates park in city lots?



Do cars without insurance park in city lots?



Residents did not ask the 3 Big Brothers ( City of Colorado Springs, COG Railway and
City of Manitou Springs) to open a jugular vein known as the incline. Nor did residents ask
to move events with large crowds come to town. Therefore I do not think residents should
have to foot any expense to be able to park back in their neighborhoods again.



Please include Waltham in a permitted parking plan.



That is hogwash. If there weren’t residents, there would be no town people come to
experience. Shops come and go residents stay.



The shops generate badly needed revenue for the city. Everything done should make it
more possible for shoppers and visitors to utilize parking in front of the retail areas. We
do not want incline users etc.. Parking at the far end of Ruxton and taking up space for
shoppers.



Implement a parking enterprise and incorporate the parking metro district in the
enterprise. Having two organizations doing the same thing is stupid.



Seasonal enforcement saves money from October to April



We are getting Incline people parking on Prospect pace, Osage, Duclo, Manitou Place,
and then they hike the incline taking up to 8 hours a day.



Unless residents are somehow assigned specific spaces to be able to park, I do not see
how this plan will ensure residents can park within proximity of their homes to enable
loading and unloading or to ensure availability. 100-200 block Ruxton



What happened to the idea of bringing back the trolley?



What happens when a person buys a newer vehicle and there’s the license number
change? What is the stand on grandfather clause parking in regards to campers that are
not moved for weeks or months?



You constantly refer to residents. Please define the term. Do those who rent in Manitou
get the same rights as those who own property in Manitou?



Renter or Owners still pay to live in Manitou, therefore, have right to park in front of your
quarters.



The RPP system appears to be an excellent option. Understandably, there will be an
upfront investment in technology and people. Consider investing heavily in technology
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including all the upfront admin like initial registration or outsource that initial aspect. It
would seem that would be a reasonable payback period such that this would all become
cash positive to provide capital for additional parking solutions.


Incline users ruined Manitou Springs. They need to finance the program



I do not think parking permits for residents is an ideal solution to parking problems on
Ruxton. But at least the huge problem faced by residents who pay property taxes is being
acknowledged and an attempt made to address the problem. However, 2 hour parking by
nonresidents will still mean residents may not be able to park.



I am not opposed to permit parking. Why do I have to pay for it? I do pay taxes. How will
it affect renters? Will they be refunded money when they move? Will the landlord be held
responsible?



The parking is so bad in residential area of upper Ruxton that neighbors fight to park their
cars. We are forced to be uncivil because of hikers who are using an illegal trail.
Residents need to be put first, shoppers need to have access to shops. Hikers should not
take up parking.



I see a lot of negative comments and complaints about charging for parking etc. No
solution is going to please everyone and no solution is going to be perfect. But a solution
is needed. Please don’t do nothing. Please continue moving forward. Things cannot stay
the same.



We need options for long term parking. Example: We bought a permit to park on the
Prospect lot. We parked our high profile truck there and then got harassed to move the
vehicle every 3 days. So we parked it back in front of our house and move it whenever we
get harassed (which is way too often). 2. We pay taxes. Why should we have to pay for
parking? Why can’t you leave the residents alone and harass the tourists? 3) WE have
five drivers and five vehicles. We have lived in our home for 40+ years. Why do the
residents have to pay for the cities lack of planning? Why are you expecting residence to
pay for spaces that should clearly be included? Why does the proposed price change for
additional vehicles? If I can produce registration and proof of residency, why should I pay
to park my car in front of my own house? 4) Why aren’t the paid lots (visitor/non
residential) going to support this financially? Are they not the ones who are going to
benefit the most from this plan? 5) Where does the “Parking Committee” fit in? 6) Who is
paying for the continued enforcement?
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Appendix A

Appendix B

Why is Residential Permit Parking (RPP) being
proposed?
Community members are concerned with
neighborhood parking and have asked that
something be done.
Brief Overview of the Problem
•

Limited off-street parking

•

High visitation

•

Peaked demand and spillover

What Community Members Told Us
•

Parking is a problem (events and hikers)

•

Residential parking should be prioritized

•

Enforcement key to success

Brief Overview of RPP
•

Consultant team recommending RPP Program

•

The goals of RPP Program are:
•

Prioritize residential parking/guest parking

•

Maximize the efficiency of current supply

•

Open and inclusive public process

Purpose of this Workshop
•

Share information on proposed RPP program

•

Gather feedback on draft recommendations

“The plan needs to be fair equitable and
should make sure that as we address
current spillover we don't create new
spillover problems on other streets. We also
have to be careful that we don't prevent
non-residents from parking on residential
streets because we’ll just squeeze demand
onto commercial streets, making an
already bad problem worse.”
-Stakeholder Interviewee

RPP Key Principles
1.

RPP as best parking management option available, enjoys
community support

2.

Sell no more permits than there are available curb spaces

3.

Prioritize parking for residents and their guests

4.

Limit residents with off-street parking from purchasing
RPP permits

5.

Do not waste existing supply – allow non-resident visitors
to purchase parking where available

6.

Use any surplus revenues to fund improvements to
citywide parking program

7.

Incorporate clear signage and user-friendly technology so
program is easy to understand and simple to enforce

8.

Ensure that the program has adequate staffing for ongoing
management and enforcement

What do you think?

What are the proposed RPP program boundaries?
3 zones are proposed for the initial RPP program
Includes all residential and mixed use streets with high demand, excludes commercial streets and
streets without parking

What do you think?

How will RPP affect residents?
Residents without off-street parking will get first priority for
permits. The City won’t sell more permits than there are
curb spaces available. The first permit will be free or at low
cost but the price for each additional permit will be tiered.
Number of Permits Issued
•

2 per household (may be refined based on feedback)

•

Limited amount of free guest parking permitted

•

More permits made available upon request and
review

Image Source: Flickr user markwgallagher (Creative Commons)

Proposed Price
•

Residents
• 1st permit: $0 - $25
• 2nd permit: $50 per year
• 3rd or more permits: $100+ per year (if allowed)
Image Source: Flickr user Pete Zarria (Creative Commons)

What do you think?

How will RPP affect non-residents?
In zones with available curb parking spaces, a limited
amount of resident guest passes will be free. Nonresident visitor parking will be priced or time-limited.
Resident’s Guest Passes
•

Free for permit holders in all zones

•

Amount limited per household

•

Additional guest passes for sale

Non-Resident Visitor Parking
•

Image Source: Flickr user Disownedlight (Creative Commons)

Only in areas where spaces are available
after residents and guest demand have been
met – Priced visitor parking at market rate

•

Zones 2 and 3 – Free for limited amount of
time (2 hours)
Image Source: Flickr user DaveTBear (Creative Commons)

What do you think?

How will the RPP system be enforced?
Automated enforcement technology and the appropriate
hours of operation will put in place to ensure RPP is
effective in solving the parking problem.
Technology
•

Vehicle-Mounted License Plate Recognition (LPR )
•

Database of permit holders’ license plate number

•

Easy, automated enforcement,

•

No need for sticker permits on your car

Proposed Hours of Operation
•

Zone 1:
• Priced Parking 6:00 AM – 8:00 PM, M-Su (permit
holders exempt)
• Permit Parking Only 8:00 PM – 6:00 AM, M-Su

•

Zone 2: 2-Hour Parking 8:00 AM – 6:00 PM, M-Su
(permit holders exempt)

•

Zone 3: 2-Hour Parking 8:00 AM – 6:00 PM, M-Su
(permit holders exempt)

What do you think?

What are some of the other components of an
RPP program?
Permit distribution will be made as simple as possible
while also preventing abuse. RPP can be initiated at
the request of residents and expanded as needed.
Signs
•

Simple and stylistically consistent

•

Appropriate for historic character of Manitou Springs

Permit Distribution
•

Initial application in person requiring proof of residency and

vehicle registration
•

Subsequent permits available online

•

Appropriate fines to prevent fraud

Requesting RPP in your Neighborhood
•

Resident initiated

•

Simple majority

•

Data collection

•

Parking manager has authority to expand and contract
boundaries as needed

What do you think?

Additional Thoughts or Ideas?
Please attach your completed comment
card here so others can see and respond to your ideas.

Appendix C

